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yyteo Fenders contribution to making music

compares to what Henry Ford did for driving
and Levi Strauss did for dressing.^
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^...Guild is back —the same elegance^ the same

affordability, the same classic models^ plus some
innovative nev/ models —and this time,

Guild is backed by Fender.^

^ r.» <fc

-Tom Wheeler
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^Fender has brought
back the quality, the

original designs, and
the value that made

Guild one of the
most distinguished
names in guitars/^

ifty years ago, a small group of veteran guitar makers came togeth-

er to form a new company. Its founder, Alfred Dronge, had been

born in Poland, and several of his key workers were immigrants from

Italy, with its rich heritage of musical instrument craftsmanship. Among

them, these men had decades of experience/ and they had already built

some of the most elegant guitars the world had ever seen.

For their new company, they picked the name Guild, which evoked the

spirit of European artisan guilds of centuries past, and also suggested

their shared commitment to excellence. In their original factory, on Pearl

Street in New York City, and then in later factories in Hoboken, New

Jersey and Westerly, Rhode Island, attention to detail was the order of

the day. Some guitars were built almost entirely by a single person.

What was remarkable about Guild was that it went on to build fine

guitars in so many different styles—arch-tops favored by giants of the

jazz community, and flat-top and electric guitars that became classics

during the folk boom of the /50s and /60s, as well as the rock era of the

British Invasion, folk-rock, the blues revival, and psychedelic!.

Perhaps even more remarkable is that while these guitars were famous

for their rich sound, beauty, and craftsmanship, they were equally

famous for their durability and value.

Many of the world's best players chose Guild guitars for their oncompro-

mised tone and elegance. And many beginners chose Guild guitars

because of their affordability.

A half-century after the founding of this historic company, there's great

news for players of all styles: Guild is back—the same elegance, the

same affordability/ the same classic models, plus some innovative new

models—and this time, Guild is backed by Fender.

Fender has committed its full support and all its resources: environmen-

tally controlled factories, a large and highly skilled work force, financial

stability, its innovative R&D department, its famous custom shop, and its

worldwide network of dealers and warranty repair outlets.

If you've been around awhile, you'll remember the Guild Starfires, the

Bluesbirds, the 12-strings, the beautiful dreadnoughts, the fabulous arch-

tops. If you're a younger player, the Guild name may be something of a

legend. But whatever your age, whatever your playing style, and what-

ever your budget/ I think its great news, for all of us, that Fender has

brought back the quality, the original designs, and the value that made

Guild one of the most distinguished names in guitars.

-Tom Wheeler
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Fender, Guild, Squier, and the head profiles of FMIC's
classic guitars and basses are all trademarks of Fender
Musical Instruments Corporation (FMIC). Every product

from FMIC is backed with Fender pride and care—and a

product-specific warranty. Consult your local retailer, distributor,
or the Fender website (www.fender.com) for details. Features

and specifications are subject to change without notice.
Again, check the website for up-to-date information.

No animals were harmed in the making of this catalog.

Dedicated to the memory—and the music—of George Harrison.

P: 480-596-9690
F: 480-596-1384

E: frontline@fenderusa.com
W: www.fender.com
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'he quality and ubiquity of our jumbo 12-strings have garnered .^,-

Guild a permanent place in guitar history. As historians Tom and '

Mary Anne Evans once wrote/ "the basic virtue of Guild 1 2-strings is

that they are very loud and [have] a clarity and definition of sound not *.

normally associated with 1 2-string guitars.'

One of the keys to achieving that clarity and definition is the solid

construction that our craftsmen employ. While the body size and scale length

are the same as our 6-string jumbos/ our 12-strings are 1-13/16" wide at the

nut, feature a double truss rod system and our time-proven jumbo bracing

pattern. All Guild guitars are accompanied by a deluxe archtop case.

380-2500/380-2900

Designed in the late 1960's as Guild's first jumbo 12-strings, the F412 and F512 are some of
our most enduring and popular guitars. While both share many of the same features, the F41 2

has an arched curly Maple back and solid curly Maple sides, while the F512 has solid
Rosewood back and sides. Painstakingly true to their vintage roots, these new versions of the

F412 and F512 are the essence of what a 12-string guitar should be. These powerful beauties

feature the same body dimensions as the originals: they're 17" wide, 21" long and 4.8" deep,

with solid AAA Sitka Spruce tops. The high quality Ebony fingerboards are detailed with
Abalone and Mother-of-Pearl block position inlays. Both sport Guild's famous G-shield headstock

inlay and gold Grover Rotomatic"' tuning machines.

380-2100JF30-12
The JF30-12 was added to the Guild line in the mid-1980s and instantly
became one of Guild's best-selling models. The JF30-1 2 combines the Maple

body design of the JF30 with a hand-shaped 12-string neck. This jumbo
flottop—17" wide, 21" long and 5" deep—features a solid AA Spruce

top, solid curly Maple sides and an arched laminated Curly Maple
back. The headstock is inloict with Guild's Chesterfield logo, and the
three-piece Mahogany neck is outfitted with an Ebony fretboard with
Mother-of-Pearl dot position inlays. Available in Blonde (pictured) or
Antique Burst finishes.
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Making the Grade
Spruce grading is art and science.
International parameters are taught to
wood buyers and luthiers but practice
and experience are what really matter.
Guild selects and grades Spruce using the
accepted international guidelines for
grain, stiffness, weight and color
parameters. A top must qualify in all
categories for AAA status.
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Telecaster Pickups
Custom Shop Nocaster Bridge Pickup
Redesigned to sound just like the original/ the Fender

Nocaster pickup is true to its heritage. Great Tele twang and

smooth midrange. Available in Clean (like new) or Relic (gently

used appearance).

Custom Shop Texas Tele Pickups
The bridge pickup features height staggered

magnets and a copper plated steel bottom plate

for increased output, presence and midrange,

while the nickel-silver cover on the neck pickup

produces a clear warm tone

099-2103-001

099-2103-000

Nocaster Clean
Pickups

Speclfimtions:
''No-Caster" Clean Sridge

DC Raistance ?.3K
Inductance 3,2SHenrles

Nocaster Clean, Bridge

Nocaster Relic, Bridge

099-2121-000

099-2121-001

099-2121-002

Texas Tele. Brdg/Nck

Texas Tele. Bridge

Texas Tele. Neck

Texas Special Tele
Pickups

Specifications:
Texas Special Tele Bridge
DC Resistance 10.5K
Indiictance 3,9SHenn'es

Texas Special 'Me Neck

DC Reslstmce 9.SK
Indiictanci! S.SHenrlf,

Available in black (bridge) and
chrome (neck) only, sold as set at
2 or as each,

Available In black
05 each,

•ily. •.old

Nocaster Relic
Pickups

Spedtkations:
"No'Ccistff" Relic Sridge
DC Resistance 7,3k

Inductance 3.28Hcnries

Available In black only, sold
os each,

Vintage Noiseless Tele Pickups
Sounding like a 60's Tele without the 60-cycle buzz, that's

the Vintage Noiseless Tele pickup. Made with the same

technology as the Noiseless Strat, but voiced for that tradi-

tional Tele tone. Special Alnico 5 magnets and

enamel coated magnet wire along with Fenders

Noiseless technology produce a unique vintage sound that

is quiet. The neck pickup has a nickel-silver cover for

added clarity while the bridge pickup was developed to

produce the traditional "twang" you'd expect from a

Telecaster. Each pickup sports a very stylish Noiseless

logo. OEM on the American Deluxe Telecaster.

099-2116-000

099-2116-001

099-2116-002

Vintage Noiseless Tele Set (2)
Vintage Noiseless Tele Bridge

Vintage Noiseless Tele Neck

Vintage Nolseless
Tele Pickups

Spedfkatloiis:
Vintage "miseless" Telecaster

Rridge
DC Resistance 8.6K
Inductance 3.7Henries

Vintage "mlselew" Telecaster

Neck
DC Resistance 12.0K
Inductance 4,OHwli!S

Available in black (bridge) and
chrome (neck) only, sold as set
at 2 or as wch,

Original Vintage Telecaster Pickups
Recently redesigned for an accurate vintage Tele tone.

Made with the same materials and specifications of an

early 1950's Telecaster pickup, the Original Vintage

Telecaster speaks with extremely accurate vintage Tele

twang.

099-2044-000

099-2045-000
Original Tele Neck Pickup
Original Tele Brdg Pickup

Original Vintage
Tele Pickups

Spfcillcatlons:
Orlgltial Vintage Teleccister Srldgf
DC Ru/.lstaw.e 7,2K

Inducfciocr 3,27Hewles

Original Vintage Telt'caster Neck
OC Keshtance 7.7K
Inductance i,4SHemles

Amlltjble in black (brldc/e) md
chrme (neck) only, wltl as each,

American Std Delta Tone
Tele Pickups

Speclficatlws:
American SRS. Delta Tone Tele
Brklge
DC Rf'.htWM 7.0K
Inductance 2,99Henrles

Amerlcdn SK5, Ciflta Tone' Telr
Neck
DC Resistance 7.6SK
Inductance 2.4Ht'nries

Awihble In black (brmge) and
chwrle (iieck) only, suld tis see
otZorasemh.

American Series Telecaster Pickups
The American Series Telecaster pickups offer traditional Tele tone with mod-

ern components. Every set or bridge pickup comes with the very cool

"Delta-tone" system.

099-21 33-000

099-21 33-001

099-2133-002

Am Series Delta Tone Tele Set (2)
Am Series Delta Tone Tele

Am Series Neck Tele 1
Fender Humbuckers

Seymour Duncan* - Pearly Gates Plus
We collaborated with Seymour Duncan*on this specially

designed humbucker which is used on our new American "Fat"

and "Double Fat" Stratocasters. Made to accommodate the

string spacing of American Series and Vintage instruments, the

sound is fat and full, with balanced out put that works well with

single coil equipped instruments.

S.D. Pearly Gates Plus Humbucker 099-2135-000

Tex-Mex Strat Pickups

Speclficatlws:
Ten-Mex Humbucker
OC Re'.istame IS.2K

Inductance 5.1 Henries

Available In whlti> only, sold as each,

Tex-Mex Humbucker
Classic Humbucker Sound! Like a voice from the 50's, this baby

features all the tonal qualities from that bygone era. Constructed

with Alnico 5 magnets and polysol magnet wire and 4-conductor

wiring, the Tex-Mex provides increased string response with a warm,

full, balanced output.
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099-21 36-000 Tex Mex Strat Bridge Humbucker

Fender
Acoustic Pickup

Fender Acoustic Pickup

The Fender ACP-1 is a high quality
soundhole pickup for acoustic steel string

guitars, which incorporates great acoustic

tone with a quiet, humbucking design.

You get well defined, balanced output

from its specially designed magnetic field
which can accommodate even the most

articulate single note lines. Heavy

wax/epoxy potting to eliminate micro-

phonic feedback and a beautiful laser

engraved walnut pickup cover. Designed

to accommodate a 3.75" (94mm) to 4.0"

(100mm)soundhole.

099-2129-000 ACP-1, Soundhole

Pickup - Walnut

Precision Bass Pickups
Original Precision Bass Pickups
Made with Alnico 5 magnets and enamel coated

magnet wire, this P-Bass pickup provides the

humbucking punch and boom associated with

the electric bass. OEM on American Vintage and

many Custom Shop basses.

Original P Bass Pickup

Original Precision Bass Pickups

099-2046-000

Specifications:
Original Precision Boss
DC Resistance 10.5K

Inductance 6.4Henries

viable in black only, sold as each.

lazz Bass Pickups
Original Jazz Bass Pickups
Made with flush mounted Alnico 5 magnets and enam-

el coated magnet wire, the Original jazz Bass pickups

deliver the low-end growl and up front midrange

punch that makes this instrument so popular.

099-2047-000

099-2048-000
Original j Bass Neck
Original j Bass Bridge

Custom Shop 60's jazz Bass
Pickups
If you took the best selling bass in the world and over-

wound the pickups for more punch, mid-range, bass

and output, then you'd have the Custom Shop 60's jazz

Bass Pickups, OEM on many Custom Shop basses.

099-2101 -000 Custom 60's j-3ass Set (2)

099-2101 -001 Custom 60's )-Bass Bridge

099-2101 -002 Custom 60's j-Bass Neck

Original jazz Bass Pickups

Spedtlcatiom:
Original )M:t Bass Bridge
DC Keshtance 7.5K
Inductance 3.3SHenries

Original }MI Bass Neck
OC Kesistance 7.2SK
Inctuctance 3.2 Henries

Available in black only, sold as each.

Custom Shop '60s 1-Bass Pickups

Specifications:
Custom Shop '60s /-Boss Bridge
DC Resistance 7.4K
Inductance 3,2SHenries

Custom Shop '60sl-Bass Neck
DC Resistance 7.1K
Inductanu 3.18Henries

Available In black only, sold as set of 2 or
as each.
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Section l^» Pickguards

One of the really cool things about Fender instruments is that you
can change its look with relative ease. One of the easiest ways to
accomplish this is to replace the pickguard! Fender offers a variety,
with different pickup configurations and materials, to help you add a
personal touch to your favorite Fender instrument.

New Pickguards for a True Custom Look!
Want to make your guitar flash? How about something completely different?
Fender introduces new Polished and Engine Turned Strat Pickguards. Reflective
pickguards are heavy plated with real chrome and gold, while the 'Engine
Turned' pickguards sport an industrial machined look.

/
^,

1^.3^
^

Whatever your needs, chances are, we've got it!
• Vintage and modern screw alignment

• Multiple pickup configurations (3SC / HSS / HH / HSH)
• 19 Material options

Make your Fender Unique!

Colors
Some colors are not available on all models.

Englne-turned black Engine-turned clear Bronze Moto Purple Moto Blue Moto Green Moto Red Moto

www.fender.com 237
•-m



GUiTARIal_BASS_PARTS/
AMPLiFIER HARDWARE
With over 50 years in the business, we have thousands of parts available -
far^toomany to tist! Check out the 2002 Fender Accessones catalog^
www.fenderxom, or with your authorized dealer for details. Chances are,

we have it! From gold hardware to speakers and
footswitches, we've got you covered!
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50 Years of Stratocaster The Story
Fender
by Tony Bacon

099-5050-000

by A. R.

Duchossoir

099-5000-000

The Fender
Bass

of the Fender by Klaus
Stratocaster Blasquiz
by Ray Minhinnett,

Bob Young

099-5017-100

099-5004-000

The Fender
Telecaster
by A.R.
Duchossoir

099-5005-000

Section 15 \

Fender
Amps: The
First 50 Years
by Teagle and

Sprung

099-5011-000

iEW
BOOK
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Fender Classic
Moments
by Alan Di Perna

099-5013-000

Fender: The
Inside Story
by Forrest

White

099-5014-000

The Fender
Book - 2nd

Edition
by Tony Bacon

and Paul Day

099-5006-100

The Guild
Guitar Book:
The

Guitar Method: and the
Fender Edition Instruments,

1952-1977
by Hans Moust099-5003-000

099-5035-000

Bill Carson:
My Life Sc
Times with
Fender
by Bill Carson

099-5016-000

Fender Artist Books

The Fender
Bass, An
Illustrated
History
by j.W. Black and

Alfred Molinaro

099-5046-000

The Workim
Bassist's Tool
Kit
by Ed Friedland

Guitar
Identification
by A.R. Duchossoir How the

Fender Bass
Changed
the World
by Jim Roberts

Fender Chord
Finder

099-5002-000

Interviews
Making an with the
Archtop Guitar Jazz Greats
by Bob Benedetto by Charles

Chapman
099-5036-000

099-5044-000

Guitar World
Presents
Stevie Ray
Vaughan

Stevie Ray
Vaughan:
Big Blues
from Texas

099-5032-000

jimi Hendrix
Signature
Licks

099-5029-000

CD-Roms

Stevie Ray
Vaughan
Signature
Licks: Vol. 1

099-5028-000

jaco: The
Extraordinary
and Tragic Life
of Jaco
Pastorius
by Bill Milkowski

099-5024-000

Robben
Ford: Blues

099-5031-000

DVD

Stevie Ray
Vaughan
Signature
Licks: Vol. 2

099-5028-100

Eric Johnson
Signature
Licks

099-5027-000

Standing in the
Shadows of
Motown: The
Life and Music
of Legendary
Bassist James
jamerson

by Alan Slutsky

099-5023-000

Eric Clapton
1-Song

099-5041-000

Stevie Ray
Vaughan: I-Song

jimi Hendrix:
1-Song

099-5040-000

Getting Started Getting Started
on Electric Guitar on Acoustic Guitar
with Keith Wyatt with Keith Wyatt

Eric Clapton
Signature
Licks

099-5026-000

099-5042-000 099-5048-000 099-5049-000 Fender Video

Playing in the
Style of the
Fender
Stratocaster
Greats

099-5019-000

Getting
Started with
Your Fender
Bass

099-5022-000

Jim Kelly's
Guitar
Workshop

099-5039-000

Gettinq
Started with
Your Fender
Guitar
099-5021-000

^S? GetThat
lil&a Classic Fender

Sound

099-5018-000

Playing in the
Style of the
Fender
Telecaster
Greats

099-5019-200

Playing in the
Style of the
Fender Bass

Greats

099-5019-300
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Time To Visit The Fender
Online Store—
Now all the Fender goods you've lusted after are
only a click away! Just surf on over to

www. fender, corn and click the Online Store link.

Could it get any easier? From hats and t-shirts to
strings and accessories, the Fender Online Store

has it all. Shop whenever you want/ dressed

or not. No shirt, no pants, no problem. '/
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PLAYERS CLUB TM
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vsfwvsf.fenderplayersclub.com

The Fender Players Club is about the art and passion of

playing the guitar. Whether you're a raw beginner or
seasoned professional, our goal is to inspire and entertain

you with lessons, licks and tips from your favorite Fender
artists. You'll get the inside story on how our heroes got
where they are, what kind of gear they use and how they use
it. We'll even give you tips on how to make it in the music biz

without losing your shirt!
We've got the best selection of guitar books on the
planet. Whether it's the latest thing, or something from

the rich histories of rock/ blues, country and jazz, we hope
that guitarists of all ages and abilities will finct something

here they can use. Plus, if you find a lesson or a song that you like,
you can order the book instantly from the Players Club Store.

We invite you to get out your axe and start exploring the
Fender Players Club!
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Other Fender
Email News
Online Store
Bass Street

Guild
Squier
Rodriguez Guitars
Mr. Gearhead

Fender Events

60-Cycle Hum
Fender Freebies

Points of Interest on the Web
www.fenderusa.com/emailnews/

www.fender.com/store

www.bassstreet.com

www.guildguitars.com

www.squierguitars.com

www.fender.com/rodriguez

www.mrgearhead.com

www.fender.com/events

www.fender.com/60cyclehum/
www.fender.com/freestuff/

Additionally, all of these sites are linked from fender.ct
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